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Advancing Microarray Assembly with Acoustic
Dispensing Technology

E. Y. Wong and S. L. Diamond*

Penn Center for Molecular Discovery, Institute for Medicine and Engineering, Department of Chemical and
Biomolecular Engineering, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19104

In the assembly of microarrays and microarray-based
chemical assays and enzymatic bioassays, most ap-
proaches use pins for contact spotting. Acoustic dispens-
ing is a technology capable of nanoliter transfers by using
acoustic energy to eject liquid sample from an open source
well. Although typically used for well plate transfers, when
applied to microarraying, it avoids the drawbacks of
undesired physical contact with the sample; difficulty in
assembling multicomponent reactions on a chip by read-
dressing, a rigid mode of printing that lacks patterning
capabilities; and time-consuming wash steps. We dem-
onstrated the utility of acoustic dispensing by delivering
human cathepsin L in a drop-on-drop fashion into indi-
vidual 50-nanoliter, prespotted reaction volumes to acti-
vate enzyme reactions at targeted positions on a microar-
ray. We generated variable-sized spots ranging from 200
to 750 µm (and higher) and handled the transfer of
fluorescent bead suspensions with increasing source well
concentrations of 0.1 to 10 × 108 beads/mL in a linear
fashion. There are no tips that can clog, and liquid
dispensing CVs are generally below 5%. This platform
expands the toolbox for generating analytical arrays
and meets needs associated with spatially addressed
assembly of multicomponent microarrays on the nano-
liter scale.

Protein profiling and chemical compound screening are
important in the fields of drug discovery and development,
proteomics, and biology.1-8 Due to the number and cost of
biological samples, the emergence of microarrays as an analytical

tool and a platform for testing chemical libraries9-17 has been
fueled by its ability to analyze reactions run at the nanoliter scale18

and reach densities of thousands of spots/cm,2 far surpassing the
scale and density achievable by well plates.19 Many types of
microarrays have been developed using contact spotting. Protein
microarrays detect free and cell-surface proteins by using surface-
linked antibodies to capture them to the slide surface from the
sample.20-22 Enzyme microarrays profile enzymes against chemi-
cal libraries by housing reactions in printed nanodroplets of
glycerol.23 Recently, microarrays were utilized to study phenotype
changes in yeast cells cultured and grown in different chemical
environments by using a staining process to observe changes in
cellular features.24 Typically for these and other applications,25-28

stainless-steel or silicon pins are used. The pins are loaded by
coming in direct contact with the sample and are transferred
directly to the substrate surface, deliver a single volume, may
exhibit spot-to-spot diameter variations, require multiple reloads
and washes for a long print run, and must be cleaned and stored
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properly to maintain performance, and pin arrayers are limiting
because there is little room for patterning or microarray design.

With microarrays playing a more prominent role in analytical,
proteomic, and screening studies, newer printing methodologies
can aid in the advancement of the technology. Methods such as
piezoelectric, Topspot, electrospray, and Cartesian dispensing have
been implemented with success.29-33 Although piezoelectric
dispensers offer low-volume dispensing without contacting the
substrate surface and excellent CVs, they are susceptible to
clogging, come in contact with the sample during the load and
dispense steps, can handle only a limited number of samples at
one time, and require washing and maintenance of the tubing and
tips.34,35 Topspot printing technology is capable of low nanoliter
dispensing of 24 or 96 samples in parallel through the use of a
pneumatic piston to generate droplets;31 however, limitations
include direct contact with the sample, fixed spacing between
nozzles, and no patterning capability. Electrospray deposition,
commonly used to produce thin films on solid surfaces, can be
adapted to generate microarrays if a dielectric mask is placed
between the capillaries housing the sample and the substrate
surface to control the size of the deposited spots while an electric
field is applied to force droplets out of the nozzles.32 Although
this method can produce spots that are under 6 µm in diameter,
shortcomings include the requirement of large interspot spacing
to avoid cross-contamination, uneven droplet distributions below
the spray nozzle, and concerns that the deposition process can
damage biological samples due to shearing at the dispense nozzles
and exposure to an electric field.33 Other commercial dispensers
that can produce microarrays without pins are available; an
example is the line of Cartesian inkjet dispensers, which use a
syringe and a microsolenoid valve to dispense nanoliter volumes.
These units also require intimate contact with the sample and
may be better suited for high-nanoliter well plate dispensing.

The microarraying approach using acoustic dispensing tech-
nology described in this technical note is a true no-contact method
that functions by using focused bursts of ultrasound generated
by a transducer located underneath the source plate to eject low-
nanoliter droplets of a liquid sample. The acoustic beam generates
pressure on the sample, causing ripples to form on the surface,
from which a droplet rises and is ejected upward toward the target
(a glass slide or inverted well plate). Water is used as a coupling
fluid to mediate the transfer of the acoustic energy from the
transducer to the bottom of the well (Figure 1). The volume of
the transfer can be adjusted by changing the amount of energy
input to the well, and volumes of 1-2 nL are achievable with
aqueous-, DMSO-, and glycerol-based solutions. Although acoustic
dispensing is typically used for transfers between well plates, the
tool was effective for microarraying and assembling reactions in
glycerol nanodroplets on glass slides when careful optimizations
of the energy settings and modifications to the working buffers

were applied. No physical contact is made with the sample or
target surface (the other “no-contact” methods described earlier
refer only to the target surface), variable-sized spots can be
generated, and multiple reagents can be dispensed sequentially
and accurately into existing spots in a user-defined pattern without
cross-contamination or cross-mixing. Clogging is not a concern
because there are no nozzles or tips, washing and maintenance
are not required, and dead volumes are minimal. There is an
inherent advantage to using acoustic dispensing for solutions that
are difficult to handle (such as radioactive or biological solutions),
assays that use a very small amount of protein, or samples that
have suspensions or particulates. The spotting is observed in real
time through a built-in camera. The arrays are designed in the
software by mapping source wells to target locations, setting
center-to-center distances, and indicating the number of drops to
be dispensed. We investigated and showed how an acoustic
dispenser performed favorably when compared to contact methods
over several select areas of microarraying.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Reagents, Equipment and Software, and Materials. Re-

agents sources: Invitrogen Corporation, Carlabad, CA (7-amino-
4-methylcoumarin (AMC) rhodamine 110 (R110), FluoSpheres
NeutrAvidin-labeled microsphere beads, 1-µm size, 1% solids);
Calbiochem, San Diego, CA (Cathepsin L protease); Penn Center
for Molecular Discovery, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia,
PA (the thiocarbazate cathepsin L inhibitor, Substance Identifier
(SID) 266815096); Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis, MO ((Z)-fr-AMC (7-
amino-4-methylcoumarin, N-CBZ-L-phenylalanyl-L-arginine amide,
hydrochloride) substrate, fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC)).

Equipment and software sources: EDC Biosystems, Malpitas,
CA (ATS-100 acoustic dispenser); GeneMachines Corporation, San
Carlos, CA (GeneMachines OmniGrid Accent); Alpha Innotech,
San Leandro, CA (Alpha Arrayer); Perkin-Elmer, Waltham, MA
(Envision plate reader); CSZ, Cincinnati, OH (Micro Climate
humidifying chamber); Molecular Devices, Sunnyvale, CA (Aqua-
max DW4); Imaging Research, Ontario, CA (Array Vision genomic
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Figure 1. Illustration of acoustic dispensing. Focused acoustic
beams travel from the transducer, through a coupling fluid, through
the bottom of the well plate, and into the sample. The amount of
energy used can be tuned so that droplets over a small range of
volumes are ejected from the surface.
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software); Olympus, Hamburg, Germany (IX81 motorized re-
search microscope).

Materials sources: Aurora Biosciences, San Diego, CA (1536-
and 384-well cyclo-olefin copolymer (COC) plates); Telechem
International Inc., Sunnyvale, CA (SMP4 Stealth microarray pins);
Corning Incorporated Life Sciences, Lowell, MA (black, nonbind-
ing 384- and 1536-well plates); Erie Scientific, Portsmouth, NH
(polylysine-coated glass slides); Xenopore, Hawthorne, NJ (strepta-
vidin-coated glass slides).

RESULTS
Accurate Drop-on-Drop Delivery without Cross-Contami-

nation. On a polylysine-coated glass slide, 40-nL spots of 10%
glycerol/water were dispensed from a 1536-well source plate by
transferring 20 2-nL droplets in a 24 × 14 array format, followed by
stepwise delivery of 2-nL droplets of AMC in water and FITC in
DMSO into each of the spots. The camera showed that the dyes
were dispensed into every glycerol spot without a major change to
the morphology of or cross-mixing between spots. Images taken on
a fluorescent scanner revealed a very uniform signal with CVs below
5% for each dye (Figure 2A and B). The experiment was repeated
under more stringent conditions by first dispensing 35-nL spots of a
10% glycerol/reaction buffer solution, followed by drop-on-drop
delivery of a rhodamine dye in reaction buffer, resulting in a CV of
2.5% for the 6 × 10 microarray (Figure 2C).

Activation of Enzyme Microarrays. A small 3 × 10 microarray
consisting of 50-nL spots containing 100 µM of (Z)-fr-AMC
substrate and three concentrations (0, 10, and 50 µM) of a known
thiocarbazate cathepsin L inhibitor, Substance Identifier (SID)
26681509 in a 10% glycerol/buffer solution was acoustically
dispensed onto a polylysine-coated glass slide from a 384-well plate

and activated by drop-on-drop delivery of cathepsin L in reaction
buffer to achieve a final concentration of 30 nM. After an
incubation of 2 h at 30 °C (97% Rh), the microarrays were
analyzed, and dose-response behavior was evident as relative
fluorescence signals of 50 000, 32 000, and 14 000 were seen
for the 0, 10, and 50 µM inhibitor samples, respectively.
Cathepsin L was increasingly inhibited with increasing inhibitor
concentration (Figure 2D).

Dispensing Variable Spot Sizes. AMC in a 10% glycerol/
water solution in a 1536-well plate was used to generate a gradient
microarray with spots of differing diameters in each row. Using a
well-calibrated 2-nL droplet as the basis, variably sized reaction
volumes were generated by increasing the number of 2-nL
dispenses to each position on the chip. The number of droplets
dispensed to each row was 1, 5, 10, 15, and 20, respectively. As
estimated from genomics software analysis, diameters were ∼200
µm for the single-drop and upward of 750 µm for the 20-drop
dispense (Figure 3A).

Surface Patterning. An aqueous AMC solution in a 1536-well
plate was dispensed into a microarray to form a pattern. The
dispense maps allow for sample from any source well to be
transferred to any spatial location on the target slide with a user-
defined number of droplets. A nonfluorescent microarray was first
spotted at 20 nL with a 10% glycerol/water solution to serve as
the targets for the AMC drop-on-drop dispense. Included is a
simple pattern consisting of a “#” sign that was generated by
dispensing dye into the spots (Figure 3B). This experiment
demonstrated that source wells can be cherry-picked and ac-
curately transferred to target locations of choice.

Figure 2. Images taken after drop-on-drop delivery of fluorescent dyes and enzyme. Images from a dual-filter scan after (A) AMC and (B) FITC
were sequentially dispensed into 40-nL spots of a nonfluorescent microarray. There was a clear signal in each spot, no mixing between spots,
and no missed dispenses. The CVs for the AMC and FITC dispenses were 4.5% and 5.1% (n ) 336) respectively. Control spots (not shown)
remained dark. (C) Image taken after R110 was dispensed into 35-nL spots. The CV was 2.5% (n ) 60). (D) An enzyme microarray activated
by drop-on-drop delivery of cathepsin L into 50-nL spots containing 100 µM (Z)-fr-AMC substrate and inhibitor concentrations of 0, 10, and 50
µM, respectively, from top to bottom. The reaction is more strongly inhibited at increasing inhibitor concentrations.
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Spot Size Consistency and Array Geometry. Two microar-
rays consisting of 2-nL AMC in 10% glycerol spots with 500 µm ×
500 µm spacing generated by pins and acoustic dispensing were
compared. The acoustic-dispensed array showed better diameter
size consistency as the pin-generated spots grew smaller in size
with each transfer. The array geometry was better in the
pin-spotted microarray as some spots were noticeably shifted on
the acoustically dispensed microarray. Although the targeting of
the sample was quite accurate, the spots tended to settle randomly
in any given direction after landing on the slide surface. The extent
of the misalignment due to this settling effect very rarely exceeded
the radius of the spot (Figure 4).

Delivery of Fluorescent Bead Suspensions. FluoSpheres
NeutrAvidin-labeled microsphere beads with a 1-µm diameter in
a 5% glycerol/buffer solution were acoustically dispensed from a

384-well source plate onto streptavidin-coated slides. The source
wells contained microspheres ranging from 0.1 to 10 × 108 beads/
mL, and the dispensing was performed at a single, fixed energy
setting to test the impact of increasing nonhomogeneity in
delivering suspensions. After imaging the 11 × 20 array on a
microscope and counting the number of fluorescent features, it
was determined that the average number of beads transferred in
each spot (n ) 20) increased linearly with increasing bead
concentration in the source well (Figure 5). CVs were 8-14%. With
a common buffer, samples acoustically dispensed were quite
consistent and representative of the contents in the source wells,
despite a change of 2 orders of magnitude in the composition of
the suspension.

DISCUSSION

Acoustic dispensing expands the microarray toolbox. Drop-
on-drop delivery is difficult to accomplish with pins without
contamination but is readily handled by acoustic dispensing for
the stepwise addition of reagents. We demonstrated accuracy and
precision by dispensing AMC and FITC solutions into glycerol
nanodroplets. The energies used for each individual sample were
optimized to produce good spot morphology and centering, two
factors that are critical to the integrity of the microarray and for
targeting subsequent reagents into existing spots. The volume of
each droplet was determined by dispensing fluorescent dyes of
known concentration into a known well volume and comparing
to a calibration curve. Real-time scrutiny through the camera
showed that the dyes were dispensed directly into the center of
each glycerol spot, and CVs were <5%; a comparable approach
with pins produced CVs > 16%.18 This capability encouraged a
push toward the assembly of more complex, enzymatic bioassays.
We started with cathepsin L protease because it and its associated
inhibitor were both well-studied in our laboratory. The resulting
dose-response behavior from this proof-of-concept experiment
was indicative that the reactions were properly assembled,
paralleling those constructed by liquid handlers in well plates or
by hand in test tubes.

We can transfer 1-nL volumes of aqueous-, DMSO-, and
glycerol-based working buffers while maintaining the proper
morphology and spatial-targeting control required for microar-
raying. A single 2-nL glycerol spot has a diameter of approximately
200 µm, and variable sizes can be achieved by increasing the
number of dispenses to a particular location. The droplets land
on one another and coalesce to form a single spot. Larger reaction
volume compartments are easier to target when introducing
subsequent reagents for multicomponent assembly. Moreover, the
increased amount of sample in each spot ultimately results in a
stronger signal. Pins are not capable of variable volume transfers,
and pin arrayers generally produce microarrays in a regular,
rectangular pattern, especially if multiple pins are used. Acoustic
dispensers allow for complex arrangements because sample from
any source well can be transferred to any location on the target
surface. The ability to spatially dispense to a chip from 384 or
1536 wells is an application that is useful for cherry-picking a
compound plate to screen an enzyme assay or perhaps to dispense
samples onto specific areas of a tissue slice, for example.

When aqueous or organic buffers are printed by a pin, often
each successive spot displays a decrease in diameter as the pin

Figure 3. Variable volume and surface pattern microarraying. (A)
An array of an AMC in 10% glycerol solution dispensed at increasing
drop numbers. (B) Image taken after dispensing AMC into a blank
array consisting of glycerol spots to create a “#” pattern. More complex
patterns are possible, allowing for analyses that are a function of
position on the target.

Figure 4. Comparison of pin- and acoustic dispense-generated
microarrays. The spots contained AMC in a 10% glycerol/buffer
solution and were spaced 500 µm apart. (A) Array created with a
Stealth SMP4 pin with reloading after 20 spots. Although the
diameters varied greatly in size, the spots were very evenly spaced.
(B) Acoustic dispensing produced spots that had more uniform spot
diameters, but their final positions did not align as well.
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empties. And for glycerol-containing samples, spots that are
printed immediately following a reload often have larger diameters
than those printed prior to the reload, unless an extensive preprint
or blotting is performed, which results in wasted sample and
extended run times.27 These factors contribute to greater CVs.
Acoustic dispensing does not suffer from this effect because each
spot is ejected fresh. The geometries of acoustically dispensed
arrays are not quite as symmetric as those generated by pins

because frequently the spot moves in a random direction after it
settles on the substrate surface; aqueous components evaporating
out of the glycerol-containing spots and nonuniformities on the
solid surface contribute to this shifting. However, provided the
center-to-center spacing is sufficient, occasional shifting rarely
causes two spots to merge, and most genomics and microarray
software packages can easily account for these minor misalign-
ments during analysis. The step motor on a pin arrayer can have

Figure 5. Acoustic dispensing of fluorescent beads. Because the sample contacts only the source well and each spot is dispensed fresh,
concerns of nonspecific binding to the transfer device and nonuniform compositions between spots are greatly minimized when dealing with
bead solutions or other suspensions.

Table 1. A Comparison of Microarraying Platforms for Selected Areas

microarraying characteristics acoustic dispensing pin spotting
no-contact dispensing

(piezoelectric)

contact with sample/substrate surface no/no yes/yes yes/no
low volume spotting (<5 nL) yes yes yes
variable volume transfers yes no yes
spot size consistency/array geometry excellent/very good good/excellent excellent/excellent
drop-on-drop capability yes no yes
washing and maintenance steps no yes yes
clogging of tips or nozzles no yes yes
surface patterning and flexible array

design
yes no some

uniform sample transfer yes sample-dependent sample-dependent
throughput low-medium increases with number of pins medium-high
special plate requirement yes no no
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5-10 µm precision in the x- and y-directions, so the spots are
usually spaced out very accurately.

The pin’s size, material, and chemical coating should be chosen
carefully to achieve the optimal physical interaction with the
sample and substrate during a print run. Other factors that affect
spot size include the depth and time the pin dips into the sample,
number of preprint blots, and the contact time and retraction speed
on the substrate surface.37 Additionally, the volume transferred
and spot morphology may depend on the chemical coating of the
solid surface for contact methods, and better spot morphologies
are evident when no-contact methods print on hydrophobic
surfaces.19 There is also a very little chance of cross-contamination
or carryover with no-contact microarraying, as is possible when
a split pin dips into multiple wells during a long print run. To
combat this, microarrayers have several built-in units for cleaning
the pins, including sonicators, wash stations, and dryers. Since
several loops are usually required, the washing, drying, reloading,
and preprinting steps may contribute greatly to the total run time
when a single pin is employed.18

Acoustic dispensing eases the use of certain solutions for which
contact may not be desired because the reagent would damage
the pin or contaminate it with something that is difficult to remove:
very acidic or basic solutions, “sticky” biological proteins or beads,
and radio-labeled compounds fall under this category (contact is
made with the sample by the microarraying technologies men-
tioned earlier, which all have tips, nozzles, or tubing). Further-
more, a pin interacting with a protein may have an effect on its
kinetic properties and folding state and may cause denaturation.30,38

Complex biological samples containing proteins or cells may
experience electrostatic interactions or adhesion forces that lead
to a higher localized concentration on the surface of the pin,
preventing transfer to the slide, and resulting in a lack of
homogeneity between spots on the microarray.26,30 These con-
cerns are minimized with acoustic dispensing, and we demon-
strated with a nonhomogeneous suspension of fluorescent, 1-µm
diameter beads that it can deliver spots that are representative of
the sample in the source well. Spanning a range from 0.1 to 10 ×
108 beads/mL, there was a direct, linear relationship between
concentration in the source well and the number of beads
transferred in each spot.

Viscous solutions containing upward of 25% glycerol by volume
can be handled before the acoustic dispensing capabilities start
to break down. Our reaction buffers typically contain 10% glycerol
by volume (to prevent evaporation of the spots), and at this level,
there are no problems with the dispensing. When we transferred
cellular lysate solutions, the presence of detergents led to
difficulties in producing spots that did not fragment (this would
be less of a problem dispensing into well plates because morphol-
ogy would not be a concern). To overcome the formation of
satellites, the concentration of detergent should be reduced, and
some glycerol may be added to try to improve performance.
Spotting at a high glycerol concentration is not a problem for pins,

and we have regularly used 50% glycerol solutions for protease
assays.18,23 It may be difficult to transfer lysates to the substrate
surface due to the complexity of the sample and possible physical
interactions with the pin, and thus, clever design is required for
lysate microarrays.36

Acoustic dispensing requires flat-bottom polypropylene or COC
plates, both of which are ideal for compound storage. They can
be 384-, 1536-, or 3456-well formats, and for 1536-well plates, only
0.25 mm of liquid sample is needed for dispensing to be possible
(the tool can detect the amount of sample remaining in the well),
corresponding to a volume of ∼1 µL. Even after sampling a plate
multiple times, the leftover liquid can be stored for future use
until the wells are drained, minimizing wasted material. This
reduces the cost for microarraying expensive or rare proteins and
allows for the repeated use of compound plates. In sharp contrast,
contact arrayers require volumes of 5-10 µL and 25-50 µL for
384- and 96-well plates, respectively.

Three slides can be placed into the acoustic dispenser at one
time, and array densities of approximately 1000-3000 spots/slide
can be achieved. This platform cannot match the throughput or
density of pins and piezoelectric dispensers. As a microarrying
tool, acoustic dispensing is best utilized as a low-throughput
platform for specialized applications that require complex as-
sembly, use expensive reagents, or function better with minimal
contact with solid surfaces. The technology was an upgrade over
an existing screening platform developed in our laboratory
involving the aerosol deposition of proteases to activate microarray
reactions, because with acoustic dispensing, we are able to
determine the exact volume of enzyme introduced to each spot,
and only a fraction of the sample is required.18,23 We have also
shown that kinase bioassays can be constructed and analyzed.39

CONCLUSION
The utility of acoustic dispensing is that it allows for the

assembly of microarrays with an expanded set of usable biological
samples, chemical reagents, and assay development protocols.
Analytical techniques on a chip that require an output from a
reaction, spatial placement of proteins for hybridization or MALDI,
or dispensing onto soft surfaces such as gels, can be handled.
Future applications in our laboratory may include the generation
of combinatorial mixtures of matrix proteins for cell culture studies
or polymers for blood compatibility studies, among others that
require multicomponent assembly on the nanoliter scale.
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